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Gandhinagar Institute of Technology is not only known for its excellence in teaching but also 

known because of its co curriculur culture. We have celebrated various events like Cyclothon, 

Traffic awareness Programme, Swachh Bharat Abhiyan, World Cancer Day, cultural event, 

Techfest and many more. February 29, also known as leap day or leap year day, is a date added 

to most years that are divisible by 4. Years containing a leap day are called leap years. A leap 

day is observed because a complete revolution around the Sun takes approximately 6 hours 

longer than 365 days. It compensates for this lag, realigning the calendar with the Earth's 

position in the Solar System; otherwise, seasons would occur in a different time than intended in 

the calendar year. This time GIT has taken initiative to celebrate leap year 2016 in a different 

way. “Joy of Giving: A Step towards Educating under Privileged School Children” was 

organized on 29th February. A complementary distribution of stationary kit including pencil, 

rubber, sharpener, scale, compass box and notebook to municipal School children belongs to 

slum area. Students had a great smile on their after receiving the kits. Also old cloths were 

contributed by GITians were distributed to needy and poor people stay on roadsides. In this 

noble cause our students along with faculty members and trustees had undergone the distribution 

to school children. The event was managed by Dr Umang Patel (HoD EE) and Prof Jay Parmar 

(HoD CL) under the guidance of Dr N M Bhatt, Director.  
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leap_year
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Be happy and make others happy…! 


